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A commemorative tenth anniversary edition of the best-selling gift book which has sold over 10 million
copies (2.S.5 million in the U. With its humorous, compassionate message and captivating animal
photographs, the publication’) in 115 countries worldwide.s text illuminates what a blue day feels like,
what causes it, and how to get more than it. Still included, of course, will be the primary, warm,
supportive messages, humorous insights, and hilarious animal images guaranteed to improve the spirits of
anyone feeling down and blue. And because most of us still have bad days now and then, it's high time
for a commemorative tenth-anniversary edition of the uniquely funny, compassionate reserve that inspired
a whole genre of uplifting present books.This special edition features stunning new endpapers illustrated
by the author, hand-colored enhancements to the delightful black-and-white photography, and a new
foreword to the text.Ten years after its 1st printing, Bradley Trevor Greive's global best-seller The Blue
Time Book has turned into a modern traditional and continues to be bringing smiles to readers around the
world.
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NOT the entire version! It's such a disappointment when it doesn't translate well or completely. The
Kindle edition is a measly 19 pages of photo and text. As a result, the object was to place a smile on a
depressed person with this small simple publication.. I ended up eliminating photos and creating my very
own cheer-up cards, messages, and gift wrap. Personally, I like it, yet my daughter, whom I purchased this
set for, does not like it at all. As a school counselor, I frequently want to project the books onto the white
panel in class lessons therefore all little eyes can see, as well as help keep elementary students engaged....
Simply purchased and am SO disappointed.. . A Must Have Simple read yet best too have displayed on
bookshelf for all those not-so-great times.and you cannot tell when amazon includes the copyright web
pages in their "preview. I really like this book.. Otherwise it is depressing. Th Blue Book review The book
will existence anyone's day time.The book is wonderful for a quick pick-me-up and some good laughs,
even if a few of the phrases are trite. Good Pick -Me personally- Up for Among those Days Greive has
produced a lovely little reserve that encourages the reader to create it through those unavoidable and
sometimes too-common blue times. Waste of money and time. A sweet and delightful book.. Ideal for
little ones starting college who satisfy trials, bullies rather than constantly an A.The book is approximately
90 pages longer with a picture of an animal (ordinarily a funny-searching picture) with a caption
mentioning either one of life's struggles or maintaining an optimistic perspective. It brings humor to an
extremely difficult illness that is often misunderstood and it truly does explain a lot of how it feels to end
up being depressed. I cannot stay sad or blue after reading this book. The photos are 'spot on perfect' and
there are therefore many photos. The captions for the photos are ideal. When I'm having a difficult day,
reading this book with some calm music and prayer period. I think it is a nice differ from traditional
cards... There is certainly a miscommunication of product as advertized verses the book received.. I teach
students therefore when I see a kid having a hard day, I place this down near him/her. It help them not to
take life as well seriously, yet understand that they are an important piece in existence.... of these books
on hands and find them the perfect thing to let someone know you are planning of ..) I just as before
went forward and purchased, hoping of honesty. I always have many of these books on hands and find
them the perfect thing to permit someone understand you are planning of them if they are down..
Feedback from people with received these have valued the pictures and comments. Coffee table must
have Great book even if you’re not feeling blue We NEVER write in or break up books, but I had to pull
out the scissors in this instance. Several of them have taken the same approach by paying it forwards with
the same gesture. If your down and out and have to get some tears out probably this would be a good
one. I no such as this one. if you are in an ok mood you don't need this.. Would expect better from
amazon..and feel taken. While occasionally all we are in need of is an instant change inside our attitude to
make things better, I would look to other titles for deeper issues.Read and enjoy! Cheering up is definitely
even for Kids. The Blue Day Publication for Kids: A Lesson in Cheering Yourself Up, purchased through
Amazon has gone to many different grandchildren. It really is a sensitive and common sense look at the
problems that little ones possess and how they can end up on the positive end of attitude.. It is an instant
read with excellent photos and guaranteed to cause you to smile!. Sad to say, this is simply not my first
experience with this occurring -- the Kindle version becoming different from the print text WITHOUT any
disclaimers or see of such … Amazon REALLY needs to improve their translation of "picture" books into
kindle books. Nevertheless, owner who sold the reserve didn't stated that there was a handwritten note on
the web pages of the reserve as thought it had been a gift for someone. Well the depressed person I
provided this book to found this and then proceeded to chew me out due to it.and my life includes a turnaround and I'm able to face every challenges. Brought a smile in tough times. The photo on page 73 (pig
installation sheep) makes the book unsuitable for my purposes.. Keeping things simple This book will
make you laugh and forget the negativity Great little gift Great little gift Very pretty, and I really like this
Author!. Best publication ever!" (Intentionally deceitful? A very cute little book.
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